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FOREWORD
This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers. The
cornpetsnciee upon which these modules are basdd were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at both the secondary an post-
secondary levels of instruction 'We modules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas
Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and-application;. each culminates with criterion refer-
enced Assessment of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified competency The materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction afid with the assistance of teacher educators acting as
resource persons Resource persons should be skilled in the

' teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
t. planning and conducting performance-based preservice and

inservice teacher preparation programs to meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The nvetenals are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departMents of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professionardeveiopment of voca-
tional teachers Furthpr information about the use of the mod-
Oles in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials; Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education.

The PBTE curriculum packages are pr cts of a sustained
research and development effort by Th Center's Program for
Professional Development for Vocationa ducation Many in-
dividuals. institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revision, and refinement Dt these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement

Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the-following program staff
James B Hapiffon: Program Director, Robert E Nortosi..As-

.

sociate Program Director, Glen E Fardig, Specialist, Lois Hap
rtngton, Program Assistant. and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant. Recognition is als .extended to Kristy Ross, Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones.'Technical Assistant; and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials Contributions Made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also ac-'
knowledged Calvin J. Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972 Curtis R Finch provided leadership to
program from 1974-1974

Appreciation is also extended to all those outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators.
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in various
phases of the total effort Early versions of the materials were
'developed by The Center in cooperation with the vodational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Missouri - Columbia Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon StaWUrtiversity, Temple
University, and University of Missouri - Columbia

Following preliMinary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country

Advanced testing of the materials was 'carried out with assis-
tance of the vocational teachef educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, PE I , Canada, Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo, Temple University,
University of Arizona, U.riiiviersity of Michigan-Flint, University of
(Minnesota-Twin Cities, iversity of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont; and Utah State-University

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion Appreciation is extended to the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U S Office
of Education for their sponsorship 'of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced tasting effort is also extended to Ferris State College,
Holland College, Temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint

11..
Robert E Taylor
Director .

The center Or Vocational Education
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THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

,,.. T. 5.1 .111110 1.1., C.... (Mop .210

The Center for Vocational Education s mission is to
increase the ability pf diverse agencies, institutions, and.
organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning and preparation The Center
fulfills its missio.n by-

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
Installing educational programs and products
Operating information systems and services
Conducting leadership development and training
programs

A A
VIM

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
engineering Center

University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

The American Association for Vocational Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
allies, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement of teaching through better irk-
formation and teaching aids
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INTRODUCTIQN

In the vocational laboratory, studentg learn by- 'equipment usually limits the number of students
doing, getting concrete "hands-bn" experience in who can participate in a given activity at one time.
their vocational area. One of your responsibilities Therefore, a vocational 'teacher must have the
as a vocational teacher will be to direct and super- ability to direct students in making maximum use
vise these experiences.' In the typical laboratory, it of laboratory equipment. More important, how-
ls neither possible nor desirable. to try, to keep ever, students differ in their abilities, interests,
students progressing at the same rate or working needs, and lei3rning styles Thus, the teacher
on the same activities. must be able to plan for these 'differences and

For .one thing, the availability of laboratory
guide students who are not all at the same stage
of learning at the same tAe

Successful supervision of laboratory work de-
mands a skillful and well-prepared teacher This

awe module is designed to prepare you to effectively
guide students during laboratory-instruction Ex-
pecences are provided to aid you in assisting
students in developing their own work plans and
guiding their progress through the use of these
plans

Other experiences are designed to TO yow
skill in developing special instrucWonal materials
for use in the laboratory Job sheets, operation
sheets, and information sheets These plans and
materials are not all commonly used in all service
areas, although all certainly could be Therefore,
you and your resource person may wish to select
those learning exfieriences which have the most
application tivOur area

I

1 To-gain skin in organizing and managing the physical aspects of the
vocational laboratory, you may wish to refer to Module E-8 Organize the
Vocational Laboratory and Module E-9 Manage the Vocational Labora-
tory

4



ABOUT THIS MODULE

Objectives
TormiolalOblective: lit an actual school situation, direct

r student laboratory experience. Your performance will
r.,

be assessed by your resource person, using the Teacher
Performance Asiessment Form, pp. 53-54 (Learning
Experience VII). ,

Enabling Objectives:
1 After completing the required reading, demonstrate

knowledge of the procedures involved in direct-
ing student laboratory experience (Learning Experi-
ence 1)

2. After completing the required reading, develop a job
sheet to guide student progress in the laboratory
(Learning Experience II)

3 After completing the required reading, develop an
operation sheet to guide student progress in com-
pleting a job (Lear-Jung, Experience Ill),

4 After completing the required reading, develop an
information sheet to provide students with informa-
tion ,relating to planned laboratory experience
(Learning Experience IV)

5 After completing the required reading, critique the
performance of the teacher in a given case study in
directing studentsjn developing work plans (Learn-

* ing Experience V)
6 Given a case study of a teacher directing student

laboratory experience, critique the performance of ,

that teacMer (Learning Experience VI).

Prerequisites
ly

To complete this module, you must have competency in
developing a lesson plan If you do not already have this
competency. meet with your resource person to deter-
mine what method you will use to gain this skill One
option is to complete the information and practice ac-
tivities in the followipg module

Develop a Lesson Plan, Module B-4

4

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows Check with your
resource person (1) to determine the, availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional ref.

-erences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting uhactivities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your resource
person may also be contacted if you have any difficulty
With directions, or in assessing your progress at any
time

Learning Experience I,
No Outside resources

Learning Experience II
No outside resources

Learning Experience III
No outside resources--

Learning Experience IV
No outside resources

Learning Experience V
Optional

Reference Giachino, J W and Ralph 0 Gallington
Course"'Construction in Industrial Arts, Vocational
and Technical Education Third Edition Chicago,
IL American Technical Society, 1967

Learning Experience VI
Optional,,,

A teac*r expenexed in directing student labora-
tory experience whom you can observe

Learning Experience VII
Req uired

An actual school situation in which you can direct
student laboratory experience.
A resource person'to assess your competency in
directing student laboratory experience

This module covers performance element numpers 87, 93,114 fromCeNin
J Ctrell at al, Model Curricula for Vocaoonal and Technical Education
Report No V (Columbus, OH Tfie Center for Vocational Education The
Ohio State University, 1972) The 384 elements in this document form the
research base for all The Center's PETE module development

For information about the general organization of each module. general
procedures for thew use, and terminology which is common to all 100
modules see About Using The Center's PETE Modules on the intude
back cover .

J



, Learning Experienee
OVERVIEW

'After completing the required reading, demonstrate knowledge of the
procedures involved in directing student laboratory exp;erierice.

You will be reading the information heet, Directing Student Laboratory
Experience, pp. 6-11.

You will be demonstrating knowledge of the procedures involved in direct-.
ing student laboratory experience by completing the Self-Check, pp.

You will be evaluating your competeiy by comparing your. completed
Self-Chqckcith the Model AnsWers, p. 15.

a.
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Activity

S

This information sheet describes the responpi6ilities of a vocational
teacher who is working with students in the laboratory or shop. Read this
information, sheet to learn how teachers can use specially developed
methods and materialsto help them manage a complex teaching situation

DIRECTING STUDENT LABORATORY 'EXPERIENCE
Supposp we make an imaginary visit to a class in dents with reference Oh aterial for their notebooks,

commercial food preparation in which the teacher In addition to oral instruction, the teacher fur-
is working in a unit on foreln cookery The nished each student with a written recipe which

fists ingredients, utensils, and procedures. With
this detailed insauction'sheet before them, the
students are now working individually and at their
own pacethe more skilled students doing the

k `J r job smoothly and quickly, the slower ones getting
reminders and help from the teacher as they run
into trouble

a

teacher developed one laboratory lesson on the
preparation of a Japanese dish, beef sukiyaki, and
discussed' the preparation of this dish with the
students. The teacher listed the necessary ingre-
dients, described the general procedure, noted the
special utensils needed, and demonstrated some
of the key operations At the time of our visit, the
students are ready to attempt to prepare the dish
themselves in the laboratory, and the teacher must
direct and supervise them

The work tables are clean and ready for use, the
various ingredients are available, the utensils are
hanging On their respective racks, and all the
kitchen equipment is in working order As the stu-
dents go, about their task, it is apparent that they
differ in their cooking experience, their skill in
performing the operations, and the rate at which
they work The teacher prepared for these differ-
ences (1) by providing the students with helpful
written materials and (2) by cOnduct ing the labora-
tory session so that each student get the kind of
assistance he/she needs in order tcrsucceSSfulty-
prepare sukiyaki

Since there was nothing about Japanese cook-
ing in the textbook, the teacher prepared an in-
formation sheet on the topic and gave copies to
the class. This information sheet served as a basis
for class discussion and will also provide thestu-

This. particular instruction,sheet goes into con-
siderable detail because the teacher wants the

rstudents to learn a very specific fob However, in
other lessons (such as planning a menu) the stu-
dents were given more opportunity to,solve the
problem creatively This teacher often' furnishes
instruction sheets for operations that will occur
frequently in the course of food preparation. By
referring to such sheets, students can remind
themselves of the special techniques required and
can move ahead without the teacher6 help

In the laboratory, the teacher is circulating
among the work stations, working with individual
Audents and small groups as the stUdents go
about their tasks Some students are given just a
nod and a smild of reassurance, some get a few
words of instruction or advice. At one or two work
stations the teacher stops to correct a student's
faulty technique or to perform a brief demonstra-
tion. As the teacher moves about to make sUgges-
tions,. praise efforts, relieve anxieties, correct er-
rors, solve problems, and lend a bit of assistance,
the students use the written plans and instructiohs
to guide themselves.

6



Your Responsibilities

The laboratory activity that you have just re-
viewed is an example, described in simple terms,
of a teacher in the protress of "directing student
laboratory experience." The process will, of
course, vary a great deal in complexity, sequence,
and content between laboratories and from one
teaching situation to another. The occupational
service area, subject matter, student abilities, 'and
available facilities will all affect the way in which
the laboratory experience is organized. There are,
however, the following basic responsibilities
common to all vocational teachers in supervising
students in the laboratory.

Providing Facilities, Materials, and
Equipment

In order for students to have successful labora-
tory experiences,they must, of course, have all the
materials, supplies, tools, and equipment needed
to perform the assigned task. A home economics
student, for example, cannot be expected to suc-
cessfully prepare a-pie crust if his or her class-
mates used up the last of the flour. Similarly, a
studentin a welding lab will have difficulty making
a weld if all but one welding torch is out of order,
and three people are wetting to use that one.

Thus, you must ensure that you have the items
required and in sufficient amounts for all students
to complete their various tasks. Additionally, you
need to have the proper facilities. You may not
have muchcontrol over which room you are as-
signed to use. Ideally, however, the laboratory
should be neat, clean, well-organized, and consis-
tent with conditions on the job

Providing Instruction
Before students can be'expected to perform an

operation or job on their own, they need SOME?
form of instruction in the skills required for suc-
cessful (and safe) performance. You can provide
-this instruction through such methods as illus-
trated talks,. demonstrations, or printed instruc-
tional materials designed by the teacher or dupli-
cated from other sources which are appropriate to
the teaching/learning situation.

In many cases, a combination of these methods
is most effective. You could start by verbally ex-
plaining what is to be dope using appropriate il-
lustrations. You could then demonstrate the
skillperforming the whole task, or demonstrat-
ing various smaller operations required Then, be-
fore the students attempt the task themselves, you

could equip them with written instructions to
guide their work.-

Providing for Student Involvement
Laboratory work would seem, by its nature, to

involve active student participation. However,
teachers sometimes direct.the activity very closely
and student involvement is limited to simply
mimicking a demonstration or following detailed
teacher-made instructions. Whenever possible,
students should be involved in group discussion,
individual lob planning, laboratory management,
creative problem- solving, and even instructing.

A group of students who successfully complete
the laboratory work early can share their results in

a discussion, use what they have learned to design
an experiment of their own, or work with slower

, students. All students should be actively involved
in managing and maintaining their own work sta-
tions and equipment. Through this, they can learn
organizational and maintenance skills they will be
expected to have when they are on the job in the
real would.

7

Providing Resource Materials
The resources students will need in the labora-

tory go beyond just the minimum equipment and
material required for the task at hand. To ensure
that students with different interests and abilities
(especially reading ability) have the resources
necessary to pursue the subject as deeply as their
needs and interests dictate, you must provide rele-
vant and current books, pamphlets, plans, docu-
ments, regulations, periodicals, and audiovisual
materials to support the topic.

Providing Opportunities for Feedback
To minimize the possibility of error and confu-

sion, you should encourage studentsto ask ques-
tions before, during, and after the laboratory work.
After an illustrated talk, you could have a planned
question-and-answer, period. Bated on students'
responses to your questions and 6n the questions
they raise th -emselves, you will be able to deter-
mine if they have understood what they are to do,
and if they seem ready to move into the laboratory

During the laboratory work, you should be avail-
able to answer questions as they arise. If you have
students who have successfully completed the
laboratory work, they could also handle some stu-
dent questions. Feedback is especial. important if

U
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students are developing their own work plans-. Be-
fore any student starts to act on what he.or sh9 has
planned, you need to carefulcheck each plan for
completeness, accuraty, and practicality.

(

Providing Assistance
I
in the Laboratory

In addition to being available to answer sues-
tions, you will need to actively assist students in
the laboratory in other ways. Students should not
be left alone to pursue their tasks even if they are
supremely, capable and well-provided with excel-
lent instruction sheets. You need to ,circulate
amongst them--advising, suggesting, correcting,
aiding, demonstrating, reminding, and directing
as is required

Above all, you need to reinforcegiving praise
for work we4 done, letting the student know you
see improvement, showing appreciation for a par-
ticularly good effort. The laboratory environment
provides an excellent opportunity for this kind of
personal contact.

Providing for Evaluation
In order for students to learn from their efforts,

find for you to maintain the desired quality and
quantity of laboratory work, you need to provide
I5tudents with feedback on their performances and
roducts. little/lately, of course, some type of fdr-

mal objective evaluation is, needed to ensure that
objectives have been successfully achieved, but
much informal evaluation can be done during the
lab period. -

The teacher can constantly make quick checks
of each student's job and give shortlwaluations of
the work. Students can be told if the job is within
specified size tolerances, if the quality 15f finish is
satisfactory, where a recurring mistak9 is being
made, whether their speed is up to occupational
expectations, and so on. Thi-kind of continuous
evaluation of performancMust not, however, be
fllowed to degenerate into constant criticism or
nagging. It must be done in such a way that stu-
dents see it as constructive fee\dback that will help
them improve their work.

Providing foi' Individualization2
In any student group working in the laboratory,

there are probably no two individuals who are
exactly alike in the rate et which they work, their
physical coordination, their interests, or their ca-
pacity to learn. Teaching methods which require
the same activity from all students at the same time

2 Adapted from Gerald B Leighbody and Donald M Kidd. Methods of
Teaching Shop and Technical Subjects (Albany, NY Delmar Publishers.
Inc , 1988). PP 180, 181. 163
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(ere typically directed at the average itudent, andimay miss alm6st entirely the arbitiais students
and the slow students. In directing the laboratory
experience, you will need to be aware of student

liifferences and -be prepared to deal with them.3
The properly organized and managed vocational
laboratory can allow you.a special opportunity to
meet individual student needs.

The following are some general boa's for indi-
vidualizing instruction in the vocational labora-
tory: '.

-

Each student should be permitted to learn
new skills or knowledge at the time he or she
is ready, without retard to the stage of prog-
ress others are at.
Each student should be allowed to learn at his
or her own rate, regardless of how rapidly
others are progressing.
Each student should be given the amount of
teacher assistance he.or she needs.

Good teastiers ultimately develop_ personal
teaching styles; including how they relate to idi-,
vidual students There are,,however, some tech-

71

3 To gain skill in recognizing and gearing your instruction to students'
indondual differences, you may wish to refer to Module B-1, Determine
Needs and Interests aStudents, or'Module C-18. Individualize Instruc
tion a

J
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niques that you, should try out in your effort to
individualize work in the laboratory..

.

Modify the job slightly"f8r individual students,
giving the-capable student a mare challeng-
ing task, or slanting the work toward a spebal
interest.

:Deliberately vary the kind of instructional as-
sistance according to individual needs Give
partial answers, or simply ask questions of the
student whb can be stimulated to follow
through indepertdently. You n1ay4even refuse,
at least tempOrarily, to answer some ques-
tions inorder to provoke individual initiative

Instruction Sheets I

For those students who have trouble grasping
abstract ideas, teach with examples or
apalogies.
Grve very brief "mini-demonstrations" to( stue
dents who need to be reminded of a skill
Relate the present laboratory work to stu-
dentS' experfences. Rerhind students of their
previously successful performances or of an
error that can be avoided
Develop the habit of visiting every student's
work station at least once during each labora-
tory session, even if only to provide brief rein-
forcement for goothwork:

One effective way to individualize instruction in
the vocational laboratory is to develop instruction
sheets fOr the students to use The term "Instruc-
tion Sheet" is a general term for all kinds of type-
written, printed, mimeographed, or duplicated in-
stFuctional aids An instruction-sheet may be a
single sheet or several pages long, and may be
teacher-prepared, furnished by the school system,
or even obtained from commercial publithers or-'
industrial sources Instruction sheets generally are
designed to supplement the teacher's oral and vi-
sual instruction with printed instruction

'Just as a lesson plan guides the teacher in pre-
senting a lesson, so thenstruction sheet is a guide
for the Student's'use in learning' It should be a
completely prepared lesson of some kind, in-
tended td aid self-instructiOn, and containing only
necessary infdrmation and directions The lan-
guage, reading level, and overall approach should
be adapted to that of the student who is going to
use it.

Pktperly used, instruction sheets can contribute
greatly toward making the vocational laboratory
period an effective learning experience In a situa-
tion in which students are working at a number of
Jobs or at a range of ability levels, well-prepared
sheets can help: you maintain control of all this
diversity. You can then fulfill your primary fLinction
of pers'onally guiding student learning

Instruction sheets can economize your time by
reducing the need for you to re-explain or repeat
directions. Through their use, instruction on new
processes and techniques, ark new relevant in-
formation can be incorporated into the course of
study quite readily

By furnishing clear and explicit instruction that
can be referred to as the need arises, instruction
sheets allow students to avoid costly errors and

progress at a rate which is comfortable for them
Students who finish quickly and efficiently can
move more rapidly to new and challenging tasks
Slower students can do the'work they need with-
out getting left behind and lost All students have a
chance to develop their ability to follow written,
instructions and to organize their work efficiently
Attractive, well-illustrated instruction sheets can
be good motivating,forces for quality laboratory
work

Instruction sheets have their limitations, Itiow-
rer, and it is possible to misuse or overuseihem
Instruction sheets do not eliminate the need for
active teaching in the laboratory Nor should the
same materials be used over and over again, year
after year,' long after they have outlived their use-
fylness Additionally, if the written instructions s
are too detailed, the opporturpty for student
problem-solving and creative initiative may be
largely lost. Instruction sheets are not intended to
replace teacherinstruction and demonstration or
reduce personal- contact between teacher and
student

There are a number of types of instruction
sheets,4 each With its own purpose, charactdris-
tics, and use in the laboratory The terminology
can be confusing. The following are some of the
more frequently user types of instruction sheets

Job Sheet. This form of instruction sheet is
designed to give instructions and specifica-
tions for doing a complete piece of work (a
Job) It may include detailed directions in
verbal form and/or ,consist of a working
drawing (Example "Produce 100 copiesof a

4 Material on the various types of instruction sheets is adapted from
Louis Cenci and Gilbert G Weaver Teaching Occupational Skills, Sec-
ond Edition (Belmont. CA Pitman Publishing Corporation 1968). pp
181-182
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standard business card.")
A Operations Sheet. This is used for teach-

ing a single bdsic operation oisrprocess. The
instfuCtions on an operation sheet are
adaptable to any job or problem where that
operation appears. (Example: "How to Oper-
ate the Microwave Oven.")
Information Sheet.This type of sheet
supplips the student with information that is
not readily available from Other sources. It
may contain information about new tech-,
niques or styles, career information, or the
technical datassieeded to do an assigned lob.
(Example: "Unleaded ; gasoline: Its advan-
tages and disadvantages.")

There are a number of other types of instruction
sheets5 that may be helpful to vocational teachers.
The-assignment sheet may be a sheet of problems
to be solved, questions to be answered, observa-
tions to be made, readings to be done, or duties to
be performed. Similar to the assign nt sheet, the
experiment sheet may be useful mile laboratory
to aid students in performing tests or trial prob-
lems to demonstrate scientific principles.

The project planning theet is often used in in-
dustrial arts and explorttory courses. Similar to
the job Sheet, it allows for much more student
participation in planning than does the job sheet. A
student can complete such a sheet to outline a
personal project to be completed in the laboratory
Work sheets are printed forms which are filled in
by students in the process of gathering data or
solving problems

All instruction sheets, of whatever type, require
cai'eful thought andpreparation:Poorly conceived
or shoddily produced materials may be worse than
none. To avoid giving students misirctormation
and to prevent confusion in the laboratory, all
facts, data, and specifications should be thor-
oughly checked for accuracy. In order to set stan-
dards which you expect students to match, your
materials must be correct in spelling, grammar,
and technical terminology. The layout should be
attractive, and the reproduction of good quality.

The following are some general guidelines for
developing instruction sheets6

Use. language that is straightforward and eas-
ily understood by the students for whom the
sheet is Intended. Define new terms, nd do
not use words or phrases that are u ual or
ambiguous.
Supplement the words with ske,t6hes, illustra-

*

tions, and diagrams for greater clarity.
Give specific directions that are clear and
concise. Carefully think through the se=
querice of the dire0ons.
Limit each insttUction sheet to one piece of
paper if possible, but avoid crowding the
page. .

Separate the various items, points, or para-
graphs by spacing, and by numbers, letters, Or
dots.
Develop a uniform formal.for all instruction
sheets so students can easily find the desired
information. Space the various divisiohs of
the sheet, such as title, purpose, illustrations,
and text, to produce an easily read and attrac:
tive document.

. Use underlining to ehiphasize,or to distin-
guish between headings, subheadings, and
content.
Be consistent in terminology to avoid confu-
sion
Include only relevant materials. Avoid filling
the sheet with irrelevant or unnecessary.ln-
formation, no matter how fascinating it may
seem a

' These general guicletines apply to all instruction
shuts. More detailed and specific information on
preparing job sheets, operation sheets, and infor-
mation sheets is contained in the learning experi-
ences that follow.

' These instruction-sheets can be used to help
individualize instruction in the vocational labora-
tory by using the following method. Pi.esent the
first lesson in the course or the unit on a class
basis; that is, give the demonstrations or presenta-
tions to the entire class in a large-group session.
Once the material hasbeen presented, assign
practice work to each student and give each a job
sheet. Provide 'time for discussion of the job
sheets, and-then distribute other appropriate in-
struction streets as needed (e.g., operation sheets
for manipulative work, assignment sheets for
theory work, and related information sheets).

, Then allow each student to Work individually,
while you circulate among class members giving
individual help where needed. You can thus give
individual assistance to a number of students
without having others idle. Some students wilt
complete the assigned work satisfactorily while
others are still working. You can examine the work
of the students finishing first and evaluate the re-
sults. After the faster students titive successfully
completed their assignments, they can go on to
the next job or help the slower students

Forther information on instruction sheets is available In Module C-6.' Thus, you...can shift from class, to group, to indi-Diroct Student Study
8 Adapted from Cenci and Weaver, Teaching 2ccupationctISkills, p lEid V Id ual instruction, in any seqUence as is needed



and as conditiqq,s,dictate. In Making full use of
instruetibn -sheets,,),/oir do not abandon class
teaching, butatippfopriate times give demonstra-
tion4,111ustrateiftallks;and tests tolthf entire class.

.-Students .can. progre§p'as individuars or as small
.,groups within The cla$ Better use can also be

1 .1% :*
)

a

4

,r

4

/ *

1

1
/

made of tools and 'equipment, since more of the
equipment can Ipe used more of the'time. Yet, with
good planning, it is unlikely that anyone need be
idle because the eQuipment they need in use.'

7 Adapted from Leightiody and Kidd, Methods of Teaching Shop and
Technical Subjects, 'pp 162, 163
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The following items cheek your comprehension of the material in the
information sheet, Directing Student Laboratory Experience, pp. 6-11.
Each of the five items'requires a short essay-type response. Please explain
fully, but briefly.

V.

SELF-CHECK
1. In what general ways can the usepf instruction sheets help the teacher to mahage and organize the

laboratory work?
1

1.`

i ).

2. What is the
.

essential difference between a "Job Sheet" and an "Operation Sheet",

4

12

Mir

1 ss,



3. Why might a vocational teacher want to furnish an "Information Sheet" to students even when
textbooks and other mpterials are available to them?

7

a

4. Explain why a teacher may wish to give very detailed instructions for laboratorYwork on some
occasions, and allow for a great deal'of individual student planning at other times.

3,

1

13



I.

5. How can the availability of an instruction sheet help a student in doincrhis/her laboratory work?

110

4

14

1111114.

1

1 4
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Compere your written respirinses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
swers given below. Your responses need not exactl9 duplicate We model
responses; however, you gourd have covered the same major points.

MODEL ANSWERS
1. Properly utilized, .instruction sheets can free

the to t her from constant repetition of instrud-
tionS, rovide time forworking with individufl
students, make it easier to keep all students
prodUctively busy, and help maintain lijOh
standgds of Work. Regularly revised, instruc-
tion sheets allow the teacher to maintain a
course of study that is up to date in content and
consiste'llWithapproved teaching methods

. 2. A "Job Sheet" gives tile student instructions for
a complete piece of 0.1' ork, whether a finished
product or a complete service. An "Operation
Sheet," on the other hand, is much more limited'
in scope, furnishing step-by-step procedures
for a single operation or very specific manipula-
tive skill. In order, to complete the work de-
scribed irrthe Job sheet, the student might need
to refer to several operation sheets

3. prstparing information sheets, the teacher
can furnish students with information about the
*est techniques, trends, or materials in the
occupationthings that are too new to be
found in texts. These sheets can also be used to
provide studertts with local regulations or trade
practices, special interest information, hard -
to -find data, career trilorm'ation, or especially
good explanations of concepts

A

t
'4. Students with limited knowledge and experi-

ence will require detailed directions for labora-
tory or shop work, especially at the beginning
of the course, if they are to be successful. MOre,
adyanced students can be given more respon-
sibility for planning their own work under the
teacher's supervision, gradually being given
only the kinds of general directions they would
actually get on the job..Whenever you introduce
completely unfamiliar or very difficult new
skills, you may want all students to follow very
explicit directions so they can perform cor-
rectly.

5., Students who have instruction sheets to help
th m in'their laboratory work will have an accu-
ate reference that they can consult when

needed. They will not have to wait for the
teacher's attention In order to get routine an-
swers about operations, and they will save
themselves time, - wasting errors. Students can
use the operation sheets to prepare for new
Jobs in which the operation occurs, or review
for upcoming performance tests Instruction
sheets kept in an orderly file in a notebook
become valuable references when students get
on the Job in the field

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed Self-Check Should have.k.roered the same major points as
, the model responses If you rvissed some points or have questions.ettiout any additional points you
made, review the material in tht information sheet, Directing Student Laboratory Experience, pp 6 -11
or check with your resource person if necessary

.

t)
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A

Learning Experienceill
OVERVIEW

,frAvitY

After completing the required, reading, develop a job sheet to guide stu-
dent progress in the laboratory.

7
reading., You will be ading the informition,sheet, Developing Job. Sheets, pp.,

18-20 ' . .

. ..

4

You will be selecting a job in your occupational apecialty and developing a
complete' and detailed job sheet for the selected job.

\ ,

\
1.

You will be evajcating your competency in developing a job sheet, using
the Job Sheet Checklist, p. 23.

J.

,

4

17



For specific information about the characteristics and use of the job sheet,
and how to develop job sheets for laboratory use, read the following
information sheet

DEVELO G JOB SHEETS-
7 The'teacher- prepared job sheet provides the

. student with instriictions for doing. a Complete
piece of work, or job, in,the laboratoryYThe job
-may be a

,

limiteS one
involv,ing

A only a few
gperetiOns, ar,-
or en extk- yait'
siveproject '

mani,hours
o,f *lark
Jobs are.de- K
signed by-
the iteacher
to include
skills. '.4,
haedeol by ..

the student to succesfu,lly enter hi
serf otbudationalkspecialty, The fol
lustrates some jpbs that might, be

*;teachers to help studentsnevilop
,Skills

, Occupation Job g

Auto Mechanics- do a compleote en4irrt!rtune-up
CosmelpJo9y :give a czmplete.rnlancoat
'Agricliaure *.:pro0agate a fruit tree 7%

Carpentry - bcjild a hip roof ,
Ores( rnakin0; makt asliat
Drafting ripe a wOrking dravng '
Office Michiee4t use Ze'rnirheogfaph T5rocess
printing produce'a buStneas letterhead
Upholstering reupholster a side chair

.

If the job' sheet is written for students with
IlmItedexperienCa, it they be very stricture and
specific m `its instruction 'Begi'nning students
may not at firsicnoW. how-to-adequately organize

"and plan their work They must be directed in

7
* dit.

*

.

s or her.ctio-
lowiw het 0-
asSigned by

occupational,
-

preparing
the work
;Vans They
must be told
the specific
things they
have to learn
and they
standards by
which their
progress
will be
evaluated 8.

AloRK 9LAris

The job
sheet pre-
pared for
'these studdnts should describe the final result in
detail (either in words or drawingp) land state the

"exact ook3, materials, and equipment needed
: exact rocedures 'to be Used in sequence The

fruit
de

te listedlisted Scl nothing its left to chance or to
stunt chbice On some complex jobs, such a
sheet may contain scores Of procddural steps toy
the student to fbiloW.

1\ jilt) sheet fot more advanced students may
be less fully detailed. with some, information de-
liberately omitted to allow the, student to indi-
vidually solve some of the prOlems involved in
the job, Some laboratory expetiences may best
promote learning by having the student bl,IS the
entire job from start to finish,

The Content and comprehensiveness of the job
sheet, therefore, must be based on the level of
skills and experience expected otthe class mem-
bers, and will vary with the school, the program,
and the course level Sample 1 is an example of a.

18 j
8 Adapted from Cenci and Weaver Teachrz2 Occupational Skills p 187



simple job'sheet that might beused in a metal-
working shop.

Remember, however, that even though it is de-
.signed to be partly self-instructional, the job

sheet is not intended, by itself, to teach the stu-

SAMPLE I

JOB SHEET

dent how to perform the requires operations It is
assumed that the student will receive adeqyate
instruction from the teachedemonstration and
that the job sheet" will provide a review of the
lesson. and serve as a guide for practice 9

9 Adapted from Cent and Weaver Tiiachtng Occupational Skills, p 187.

40B TITLE:

UNIT:,

READING:

OBJECTIVES:

Ma,ke a Cold Chisel .. ,

Metals
For g

do

Ludwig;pp. 349-36 ,

1.-
The student will demonstrate a knowledge of the concept of forging
as a method of changing the shape characteristics of metal.
The student will exhibit basic skill inch tf the bench grinder and
hand files. . ,

.

LABORATORY WORK: Fabricatethe.cold chisel as per the drawings given. '---
Use high-carbon octagon steel stock. Heat in the bench furnace.
After forging to approximate shape, inish,thaping by grinding on the
rough pedestal grinder, then the bench grinder.
File to exact shape (4.odwig,, pp. 413-414),
Check accuracy of point angle with center gauge.

r

*

EVALUATION:

6

Teacher examination and inspection
1. Correct size, shape, and cuttirid edge angle,
2 Ground surfaces free of defects and properly formed.
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Pd

Preparing Job Sheets
The format you use kir ybtX job sheets nay vary

based on the nature of the job, the competence of
your students, and/or your own teaching style.
However, certain basic inforpiation should be in-

cluded in an job.sheet. Sample 2 Shows one way
of formatti the job sheet. The material in italics
describe he content which would be included
under e h heading.

The following are guidelines for d,eveloping job
sheets:1° _

State the atm.of the job as a specific thing to
be accomplished, e g , a product to be pro-
duced, or a service to be rendered
Provide 'a brief statement-covering the pur-
pose of the job and an explanation of its na-
ture
List the tools, Materials, and equipment
needed to complete the job
List, in the proper sequence, the steps In-
v Ived in doing the job

AI, Include illustrations to aid students in doing

10 Adapted from Cepct and Weever Teaching Occupational Skills p
187

dow

SAMPLE .2

t

J9B,SHEET ,FORMAT

JOB TRU:

READV40:

OBJECTIVES:

LABORATORY WORK:

EVALUATION:

I The ipb. .

Not any anticipated difficulties.
Indicate precautions to be observed, Safety
procedures to be used, and directions for
checking the accury of the job.
Suggest references and resources 4vhich can
be used to obtain further information about
the job. j
List the operation sheets which cover the*
manipulative skills-needed to perform the job.
Pose any questions that are necessary for
checking the completed job and the students'
understanding. _

Include an estimate of the time required to
complete the job

Not all of the above items may be appropriate for
every job sheet As noted previously, the amount of
detail included on a job sheet may be gradually
reduced as the student progresses in the course.
Uttimately, as students become more skilled, the
job sheet may include only a drawing, sketch, or
brief written directions similar to those provided
on the job

[Name the job In a word or two.]

lUnit of instruction for whibh the job is designed.]

[Reading assignment or reference required for the knowledge phase of
this job.]

[Teacher'a statement of objectiviKs) for this specific job, stated in terms of
`student performance.]

[Teacher's instructions. for completing the skills phase of the job.
Including, asappropriate:

Materials reqqired
Tab's and equipment required
Illustration or draw.ings.of complete job
Step-byltep procedures
Dimensions' and /or specifications
Safety precautions or special requirements]

[Teacher's description of evaluation methods and ?Mena of eValuation.]

20 2



C-

Using your own occupational specialty as a frarhe of reference, select a job
that could be appropriately presented in job sheet. Assume that you are
teaching a class of, beginning students with average ability. Develop a
complete and detailed job sheet for those students to use to complete
laboratory work in the instructional area you selected. You may use the job
sheet format shown in Sample 2, another format better suited to your
occupational specialty, or one suggested by your resource person.

After you have developed your job sheet, use the Job Sheet Checklist, p.
to evaluate your work

-21 /
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JOB SHEET CHECKLIST

Name
Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that

) each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir- Date

cumstances, a performancecomponent was not applicable, or impciiible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

.ft

qtrr

1. the job sheetias developed on the basis of the degree of experience LICOIDor skill possessed by the students . . A

2. The directions were clear and explicit OELEID
3. The directions were supplemented with sketches, illustrations, or diag-

rams as appropriate to ensure clarity

A. The procedural steps involved in performing the job were listed in the
proper order and were complete . 0001:

5. The tools, materials, and equipment needed were listed . CUED
6. Required and optional readings were included where appropriate DEIDE

..7.'The correct occupational and technical terminology was used . DO
8. The critical points in the job were noted 0001:
9. Safety precautions to be observed were indicated 00110

10. Evaluation methods and criteria of evaluation were specified 0E0E1

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO or
PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet, Developing Job Sheets, pp. 18-20, r ise
your job sheet accordingly, or checi with your resource person if necessary.

2`f
23
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Learning Expeilence lll
(OVERVIEW-,

4
After completing the required reading, develop an operaticin sheet to guide'
studentprogress in completing a job.

Activity
You* be reading the information sheet, Developing Operation Sheets,
pp. 26-29.

You will be selecting an operation in your occupational specialty and
developing a complete and detailed operation sheet for the selected oper-
ation.

You will be evaluating your competency in developing an operation sheet,
using the Operation Sheet Checklist, p. 31.

25
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Activity For information about the specific characteristics of the operation sheet,
and hoWo develop operation sheets for laboratory use, read the following
informatiOn sheet:

DEVELOPING OPERATION SHEETS
a 43k

An "operation" is one step in the process of
doing a complete job: Driving to the grocery store
for a quart of milk is ajob, but getting the engine of
the car started is one Operition,in that job. Each
defined opiratit in.a trlde requires some special
knowledge or s ill and is usually the topic of a
lesson or demonstration presented by the teacher.

When the lesson is :ken out, duplicated, and
given to students, it becomes an "operation
sheer For
example, in
the owner's
manual of
every new
automobile
there is an
operation
sheet 'on
"How tO
Start the En
gine." Oper-
ation sheets
are appli-
cable to all
tylesof.
teaching in which the subject matter
analyzed into. units of/performance.

The following list of examples indicates one of
the operations that would be involved in the given
job:

Carpentry

Dressmaking ,
Drafting

Office Michines

Printing

Upholstering

can be

01:cupation
Auto Mechanics

Cosmetology

Agriculture

is

Job
Engine tune-up

Manicure

Propagate trees

°Oration
Remove and re-
place spark plugs
Apply nail
polish
Malls a veneer
graft

4.4

26

Build a hip
'roof
Makiii a skirt
Make a working
drawing

4PrOduce stencil
materials
Produce a
letterhead
Reupholster a
chair

Lay out common
rafters
Put in a zipper
Use a compass

Make a stencil

Ink the press

Attach the
webbing

rt

Modern textbooks in the occupational service
areas are usually filled with clearly written and
well-illustrated instructions for common opera-
tions. The, teacher will find it worthwhile to de-
velop or duplicate operation sheets for the class'if

the operation is new or unusual, or for some
other reason textbook instruction is not
available 4

students need to refer to instructions fre-
quently in orderlo complete the laboratory
work
it is desirable for students to have the ope ra-
tion sheet in their notebobks for futaalrefer-
ence ori the job

The operation sheet should be distributed to,
each student individually when he 9,r she is ready -
for it. Such sheets may be.prOvided to students
after a teacher demonstration in a conventional'
programor may be included in learning pack-
ages or modules in an individualized vocational
program. Sample 3 is a xample of a simple
operatiop sheet that migh, e used in a vocational
agriculture lab.

lit

if
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OPERATION SHEET
J .

.41

9
.

OPERA TION TITLE: Making a veneer graft on tree stock.

PURPOSE: The veneer ..2ft can. be used successfully to propagate fruit trees on .

stock one yearold or older.

CONDITIONS OR Scions should be terminal, 3 to 4 inches long; 3/6 to 1/2 inch in diameter.

firTUATIONS FOR Buds should be swollen, but not sprung.
nit-OPERATION: A large terminal bud on scion is preferred.

EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, .0035"tvinyl film strips
AND MATERIALS: sharp ..knife

PROCEDURE: 1. Make a slanting cut about 2" long in side of-stock so that at the
A, bottom the tut is 1/1e to 1 /e'' in depth.

2. Make an angular cut at the base of the large cut so as toreniove the
piece of bark and *ood. (Fig. A).

9 3. From the scion, out a piece of bark and wood to correspondrid with the
cut in the stock. (Fig. B'

4. Fit the little tongue on the base of the scion into Use notch at the lower
end of the cut on the stock.

5. Wrap the graft snugly with a strip of vinyl film, leaving the terminal bud
. exposed. (Fig. C) The graft should take in 3 or 4 weeks.

PRECAUTIONS:

t

it

A B

Stock with . Scion
chip removed

,

.

e

7

Exercise extreme caution when cutting the scion with the razor-sharp
knife.

41., is.
QUALITY CRITERIA: 1. A large terminal bud was selected for grafting. ,

2. Cut in stock is at least We long and 1/14 in depth at the bottom.
3. Cut on scion fits neatly into cut on stock.
4. Graft is securely,wrayedwithpud exposed.

,

..

.,
'A

2 0-

27
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Preparh4g Operation Sheets

The operation sheet11 should be confined to in-
struction on one operation or onetep of a job. It
should explain how to do a very specific and
limited thing. Sample 4 shows4ne way of format-
ting an operation sheet. Tfe material in italics de-
scribes the content_Ohich -would be included
under eaph headip-g.

The following suggestions will prove valuable
when writing operation sheets for training pur-
poses:

Describe or name the op-eration clearly. Be
certain yourself that you are describing a
specific operation and not a complete job.

. Use the correctland accepted occupational
and technical terminology.
List, in the proper order, all the steps involved
in performing the operation.
State the instructions in clear and concise
language. This is no place to-get wordy.
Use illustrations, diagrams, or drawings to
clarify the steps of the operation and to save
words.
Indicate any special safety precautions to be
observed--

. lodicate anycritical points which are essential
to the success of the operation.
State the accepted criteria for the quality of
the operation (appearance, finish, texture,
dimensions, etc.) so the 'student scan be sure'_
that the .operation, has been performed suc-
cessfully
List jobs-in which the operation may appear

4

11 Material on operation sheets 18 adapted' from Cenci and Weaver,
Teaching Occupational Sicilia, gip 188-189

Good examples of materials which are similar to
operation sheets may be found in the instructions
that accompanyvalmost any household gadget or
small appliance Vocational and industrial arts

textbooks usury contain a great amountof mate-
' rial on how to Tarry out specific operations. The

popular home-mechanics and homemakers'
magazines are expert at describing operations to*
an attractive form easily understood by the general
leader. It would be profitable for beginning
teachers to consult such types of material for ideas
as they develop their own operation sheets.

28
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SAMPLE 4 .

OPERATION SHEET FORMAT

OPEIRATION.

PURPOSE:'

CONDITIONS OR
ATIONS FOR

*OPERATION:

EDOIPIAINT, TOOLS,
AND MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

PEJECAUVONS: 7

QUALITY CRITERIA:

O

0

[Describe the operation in a few words.]

[Describe the purpose pr use of the operation in a- sentence or two.]

[Describe or list situations in which the operation is to be performed, or
the conditions necessary for the operation to take place.]

i[List the equipment, tools and /or materials required for the operation. r----
.

[Give step-by-step procedures for completing the operation. lnclud , f--------
ropriatei illustrations, drawings,-or diagrams to clarify the procedu

fes

inv ked in the pperatibn.]

[Describe or list any special safety or quality control* precautions to be
noted in the operation.]

[Describe the acceptable final appearance, fit, or performance, so the
student can evaluate his or her success in performing the operation.]

. 29
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Selectan operation in your occupational specialty that could appropriately
be presented in an operation sheet. If you completed L rig Experience.
II, the operation may be one involved in the job for which you prepared a
job sheet,'or it may be some other operation. Be sure that you are selecting
a specific operation and not a complete job.

Assume that you are teaching a class of beginning students with average
ability. Develop a complete and detailed operation sheet for,those students
to use to guide them in the operation. You may use the operation sheet
format shown in Sample 4, another format especially suited to your occu-
pational specialty, or one suggested by your resource person.

After yOu have developed your operation. sheet, use the Operation Sheet
Checklist, p. 31, to evaluate your work.

1'

t
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OPERATION SHEET. ANEGCLIST
. ,

I
Ofrictions: Plate an X in the NO, PARTIAL;. or FULL box t6tridicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accompliihed, or fug, accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

Flesource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

Ni
24) 41. 444

t Theweration sheet was confined to one operation or one step of a Jo b E]
2. The operation sheet was developed on the basis of the degree of

. experience or skills possessed by the students .. .. .-

3. The directions were clear and explicit' . GI El E1 D.

ri4. The di bons were supplemented with clear sketches, illustrations, or
diagram ..,... , .. ........ Eli CI

. ,

5. All key steps involved in performing the. operation were listed in the
proper order
.1 _ *N.

6. The correct occupational and technical terminology was used

7. Critical points in the operation Were noted

f

stt.

8. The purpose of the operation and/orthe situation§ in wnich it is to be
CI', performed were described

9. Safety prec' autionstobeobserved during theoperation were indicatek a
10 Criteria for Judging acceptability or quality of ,the final results of the

operilion.were given

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet, Developingbperation Sheets, pp 26-29,
revise your operation sheet accordingly, or check with your resource person if necessary.

31
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4.

Activity

Activity

Learning Experience IV
.r OVERVIEW

i

r .
.,,s
After completing theirequired reading, develop an information sheet to
provide students with information relating to planned labotatory experi-
ence.. 4

You will be reading the information sheet, Developing Information Sheets,
pp. 34-36: .

4

4

You will be selecting a topic in your ocbupationit specialty that must be
presented to students for them to complete a jbb in the laboratory, and
developing an information sheet for the selected topic.

You will be evaluating your competency in developing information sheets,
using the Information Sheet Checklist, p. 37.

5

:3 i

33
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Activity'
For information on the uses of information sheets in the vocational labora-
tory, and how to develop these sheets, read the following, which in itself is
an information sheet.

DEVELOPING INFORMATION SHEETS
As the name implies, information sheets are de-

veloped by the teacher simply to provide special
information for J
students. The in-
formation may be
special because it
is very new, very
obscure, difficult
to obtain, or
necessary to have
close at hand: It :

may be technical
infizrmation, en-
richment informa-
tion, Career infor-
mation, or any in-

jormation, related
to the sudject met:
tiir of the vocational service area Most godd
formation sheets.meet the following criteria.

The information sheet is.designed to directly
further student accomplishment of the per-
formance objectives of the program
The inforrhation Presented in the sheet s
especially developed for the student group
and is not readily available in any other form
suitable for their use.
The information sheet is directly related to the
activities in the classroom and/or laboratory.
and is not designed to be simply filed away

Modern technology moves very rapidly, while
standard classroom textbobks take years to go
through the publication process Therefore, texts
often quickly become out of date. Because of this,
a-current information sheet makes a valuable sup-
plement to the textbook and helps to keep the
program abreast of technical progress. You can
summarize an article from a recent technical jour-
nal and produce it as an information sheet, illus-
trate a new fashion trend, or report material
gathered while were attendirfg a trade confer-
ence.

When new information relevant to the work of
the class appears, you can get this information
quickly to students using an information sheet. For
example, if you hear a radio program describing
the development of a more easily digestible form
of milk, you could summarize the broadcast in an

information sheet for your class of vocational ag-
riculture students.

Presenting hard-to-find technical data is an-
other valuable use for information sheets. Facts,
formulas, statistics tables, and specifications are
often needed by stirdents in order to solve labora-
tory problems, but these data may not be avail-
able from the usual sehool resources. Such mate-
rial can be abstracted from catalogs, hardbooks,
government,publications, and industrial sources

and prepared for student use. Some manufac-
turers provide data sheets that are not only use-
ful, but already in a form,sultable for student labo-
ratory notebooks.

Much available information n eeds only to be
reorganized and presented in a manner students
will be able to accept and understand. Important
information in which the reading level is too high
for the students can be rewritten, and material that
appears dull in its original form can be made at-
tractive by the creative teacher. Hard to com-
prehend information may be made clearer by Il-
lustrations and drawings. Sample 5 is an example
of an illustrated information sheet which might be
used in a health services course.

Ybu should be strongly reminded to resist the
temptation of duplicating materials straight from
published materials just because they are handy

- and roughly related to the subject matter of the
class. Copying an article, for instance, directly
from a popular magazine and calling it an informa-
tion sheet is poor practice. Most obviously, it puts
the teacher in technical violation of copyright
lawsnot a good example for students to follow
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SAMPLE 5

INFORMATION SHEET .

ARE-YOU IMMUNE TO THESE MYTHS?

The general is,becoming indifferent to the need to get vaccinated against serious diseases. At
one time 'people stood in line for hours to get vaccinated against polio. Now since they may not see
children who n crippled by polio, people are becoming careless about the need for immuniza-
tion. As you detneEthe public in working in the health services, you should be prepared to give correct
information when you hear people who believe in the following myths:

MYTH NO 1

"Child llobd diseases have been wiped out in this
country."

This is simply not so. There are still epidemics
that cripple or kill children. The immunization
rate for some diseases is so low that an epidemic
could break Ott at any time.

MYTH PIO. 2

"Immunization isn't reallA necessary until Chil-
dren reach school age." w

On the contrary, epidemics take their heaviest toll
in the preschool age group. Infants are the most
freqbent fatalities from diphtheria and whooping
cough.

MYTH NO. 3

"Vaccination is only for kids."

In fact, adults without vaccination are frequent
victims of tetanus, diphtheria, mumps, and

- rubella. These are serious diseases for adults.

- MYTH NO. 4

"If you -fifere Vaccinated once, you're protected
for life.''

'Diphtheria and tetanus vaccinations require
boOster shot every ten years. Many diseases, in-
cluding influenzarnallpox, and typhoid, require
re-vaccination.,_

Jo
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In addition, the article may well be too lengthy to
make an effective information sheet, or may con-
tain material irrelevant to your lesson. Because it is
written for the general public, it may not be well
suited to students in a vocational class. You would
do better to read the article thoroughly, and then
condense its main ideas into a single sheet Britten
in a style propriate for the students, with an
acknowledgement of the source.

Peeparing Information Sheets
Because information sheets may take such a

wide variety of forms, there are ,few specific
guidelines for their development. The varying pur-
poses of information sheets make it impractical to
use any single format or design. The most impor-
tant factors in information sheet design follow:

Make the information sheet attractive in ap-
pearance 4nd easy to read. This sheet is usu-
ally not as essential for students to have in
order to complete the assigned work as is, for
instance, the job sheet. Therefore, everything
possible must be done to encourage them to

read it. Typin
duction good,
ing.
Construct the th
file for future refe
sheet on durable
punched for filing
Acknowledge the
some students

must be of high quality, repro -
illustrations ctear and interest-

so it is usable and easy to
nce. It will help to pant the
paper, and to have it
students' notebooks.

sources of information;
y, be encouraged to read

further. If much of the material is taken almost
directly from a public ion, note this on the
sheet. It is unethical erplagiarize (that is, to
pass off others' ideas and work as one's own).
It is generally an infringement of the copyright
laws to duplicate a page from a book and
distribute copies to the class without the pub-
lisher's permission.
Suggest additional sources of further infor-
mation for students who may have a particular
interest in the subject of the information
sheet. Encourage the use of the library at
every opportunity.

Select an instructional area in your occopational specialty suitable for
developing an Information sheet. If you completed Learning Experience II,
the content of the information sheet to be developed may relate to the job
you selected to use in that experience.

Assume that you are teaching a class of students with average reading
ability DevelOp an information sheet for the instructional area you
selected You may use any suitable format, keeping in mind the design"
factors listed above in the information sheet, Developing Information
Sheets

After you have developed your information sheet, use the Information
Sheet Checklist, p 37, to evtuate your work
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/
INFORMATION SHEET CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partiallraccomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or-impossible

-to execute, place an X ihAthe N/A box.
Al .

Name

Date

,Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

1. The information sheet in its present form is essentially the work of the
-Elteacher

2. Direct sources of information from which the sheet has been drawn are
acknowledged .... . ...

3, The layout, typing, drawings, and reproduction are attractive in appear-
ance and legible ... ...... . .... .......

4. The content.is directly related to the objectives of the selected instruc-
tional area CI CI CI El

1 5. ,The information or teyinical data is current and accurate . .

6. The content and presentation approach are appropriate to the fiterests
and reading level of the students .

7/ The information is not otherwise readily available in a form suitable for
the students .. . . .. . . . CI 0 CI El

ei

.;*

I

0

, 1

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL Fesponse, review the material in the information sheet,Developing Information Sheets, pp.34-36,
revise your information sheet accordingly, or check with your resoulte person if necessary.

4
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Activity

OW

IOptional
Activity

Learning Experiencei
OVERVIEW .

After completing the required reading, critique the perforinance of the
teacher-in a given case study in directing students in dOveloping work
plans.

You will be reading the information sheet, Directing Students in Develop -`
ing Work Plans, pp. 40-42.

Yin/ may wish to read the _supplementary reference, Giachino and Gal..:
lington, Course Construction in Industrial Arts,Vocational an* Teciplcal
Education, pp. 290-297.

I*: 1

a.

I

Activity You will be reading the.Case Study, p. 43, and writing a critique of the
performance of the teacher described. , 4,

J
Yo will be evaluating your competency in critiqying the teacher's perfor-
mffike in directing Students in developing work plans by comparing your

..r..omPleted critique with theAllodel Critique, pp. 45-46.

al

#

4t
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Read the following information 'beet to learn.how to aid as they
begin to plan their -Own laboratory activities.

t

DIRECTING STVI7ENTS IN DEVELOPING WORK PLANS
Vocational students need to have the opportun-

ity to learn how to plan their own work so4hat they
may be able to work efficiently away from the Con-
trolled conditions of the school laboratory. All
good artisans think through what they are goingto
do before they start.the job. Experienced crafts--
men and technicians plan carefully, though their
plans may be very informal, consisting" of few
fjords and some rough sketches. Some skilled
'Porkers "talk through" thAr .plans with a fellow,

orker'or even with a customer.

ft
planning. The earliest expeiTencesrnay insist of
completely teacher erected planning. As stu-
dents gain some ekpatience.and skill, they should

ilbe able to ,participate in cooperative teacher-
student planning. The most advanced student
should be able to independently plan a job as-
signed or suggested by the teacher. Ultirfaiely,
these advanced students should be capable 'of
independently planning an-original project or a
unique solution to an od none' problem.

I'm y-.NEc. -wym t cc. 21_
1111

. ,

IM

. The value of, having students followSlanned
laboratory procedures.'w generally recognized.
Teachers have long pro/Ided for this'by develop-
ing carefully constructed job sheets and operation
sheets. The teacher should give instruction, hew-

).ever, in such a way that students will eventually be
able to select their on jobs and plan their own
work to satisfy their educistionaineeds. This is an
important step toward being able'to plan work and
solve problems when they become full-time work-
ers. The methods you use to reach the goal of
independent- student woik-planning will be af-
fected ,by insfAfatiO%1 level at which you
teach, the adi140,4your studedts, and your oc-
cupational service area.

As students without previous experience begin
a mocational program, they should probably pro-
gress through several phases r levels of job'

There is no sharp dividing line between these
levels, and students should gradually move to
more and more independent planning as they ere
ready. Some types of work and some subject mat-

" ter areas lend themselves to student planning bet-
*ter than others. The teacher, as an occupational
speciali§t, must be aware, of the opportunitie0111
student planning as well as'the limitations. 7'

At the level of cooperative teache;`-student Ortin-
ning, you etiould select the job and thave't
students plan as a group under, your guidance.
liiinggroup discussion techniques, the class may
datide or the materials to be used for the job,
determine some of the design atitails, establish.
which' tools and prodesses are appropriate; and
Work out the sequence procedures tq be used.
,Individually, the students may make their own
drawings and wnte out plans for their own use.
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, Independent student planning of 'a teacher -
suggested job can be widely ap ed in vocational

- education. The job may be osen because it
involves skills and proces that must be
learned by the student, but each student can be

.allowed to plan his or her own Means of doinglhe
'job and 'acquiring the necessary skills.

suggesting the procedures and offering correc-
tions to each other.12

There are'several things you can do to enhance
the job-planning process.

Stude can be motivated to undertake the
gives t k through the use Of modelt', illustra- ,

ti ns, pidturet, previously finished jobs, or draw-
ings. Then, the student can develop his or her
own or I pans, complete with drawings; di-
mensions, ft ed specifications, statements of
procedures, or whatever other written materials
are apprOpriate.

During the early stages of the student's
ningiyou can gUide, encourage, and help Make
some basic decisions. During the later stages, yoU
.cart question thstudent about details, ask the
student to '
defend his/ ''1' 4

her choices,'
and make
suggestions
for rethinkt: ,

ing the pro-
cedu res.
nally, you
and the stu-

. dent caw
edoKtratively
check over
the' plans in
detaif, at-
tempting to
eliminate errors and omissions.

When you are ready to work with the class to
plthi for a selected job, you-must first Alan how the
necessary lessons-are going to be conducted. All
thePrinciples of good lesson planning should tie
utilized In order to make the planning session a
productive one. The lesson introduction should
describe the selected job and relate its impor-
tance to the-Students' learning. The plan n ing task
of ttly group should be outfited, and anyantici-

r oited difficulties discussed The chosen planning,
method and format may be posented, with op-
poriun tgiven for the gro,up to-respond and ask
questio s. iicif the group'is sufficiently advanced, each st -
dqnt can..then' work independently or in 'sm I

groups to develop the procedures and any necee-.
eary drawings. You. can function as a'resource
person, helping to reklye difficulties or suggitst-
ing sources of information. A beginning grbuip,
cm the other hand, mil need y4., to continue
leading a discuision on 'planning '

witstudents
4

i A

OP

.*
41

4 see what is available, or what is recommended

Provide an environment designed to, stimu-,
late creative ideas'Iy displaying pictures,
drawings, finished Xs, models, etc.
Provide a wide variety of resource materials
including books, periodicals, references,

.cetalogs, specification. sheets, and similar '
Materials.

i Provide a suitable environent for planning,
with clean, quiet, wag-lighted, and comfort ="
able-facilities. ) 4 ,
Provide a classroofrratrnosphere Conducive
to good Nanning; i ,informal, open to ideas,
and stimulaiOng. 1Mping stder4s to plan is
more of a guidance function than it is a job of
supervision or direction.
Pro*e the toolsand materials for'planning,
inerriding the necessary drawing iristruzi."
ments, paper, or special fo'retp",
Provide' a job Planning sheet, that le imple
for the student to use, yet one theepraides a
framework within which the student can
construct complete plans.

/

Sample 6 is an example,of,a format for a simple
job, planning ,sheet, usable in mane r vocattortal
education areas. This format may be used by the
student in preparinq original-plans for a job 'The

_material_material in italics describes the dohtent which
would be inCluded under each heading. Many vo-.
rational areas, however, have developed planning
sheets particularly suitable for-their special labora-
tory activities. Therefore, before detiding' to use
any one format, yo0 should first -dneck around to

12 To gain additional Ma in guiding student planning, you may wit to
refer to Moduge G-9, Empty the. Pvject Method
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SAMPLE 6

JOB PLANNING SHEET ..si

-4

Student's Name .- .

11

NA ME OF JOB:

SKETCH OR DRAWING:

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

MATERIALS COSTS:

PROCEDURE

il

e

-N.

..1

.

,

[ tudent-made drawing as appropriate for the job.] I

../.[Student figures materials for job, and inserts materials list here.)

[Estimated cost of the completed Job, if aPProPriafe.]

ed

[Student lists planned procedures, in sequence.]

3

0

Instructor's approval

[Signed before student begins job]

.0. ,
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Optional
Activity

For further information on sting and directing students in planning,
you may read Giachi d Gallington, Course Construction in Industrial
Arts, Vocational and Techhical Education, pp. 290-297. Note that in this
reading the authors are discussing ways in which the teacher can help
students to learn to plan their work as they become more capable and .

experienced in their field.

Read the following Case Study describing how Mr. Lefkowitz, a vocational
teacher, di reCted students in developing work plans. As you read, consider
(1) t e strengths of the teacher's approach, (2) the vhaknesees of the
teacher's approUh, and (3) how .the teacher shbuld have directed the
students. After completing your reading, critique In writing Mr. Lefkowitz's
performance in directing students in developing work plans.

CASE STUDY
Mr. Lefkowitz, a new business and office instruc-

tor, had been asked to teach a course in office
machines. He wanted to teach the class not only
how to operate each piece of office machinery they
might encounter on the,jolp, but also how to main-
tain and make simple adjustments on the equip-
ment. In Some cases, there were, afety hazards
associated with a particular mac ine. Students
would need to bffmade aware of afety precau-
tions they should take.

The laboratory he wall vivo i' work in Wag,
brand new and quite elaborate Th rikwas carpet-
ing on the floor, desirable lighting, adequate venti-
lation, and many windows. There was a wide va-
riety of newequipment typical of tht used on the
job. The equipment was laid out so Mere was
plenty of space for free traffiklIcivv and for9Ithltti
groups to easily °bikini& a teacher-demonstration
of any ,given piece of equipment. Given such a
desirable faCjiity in which to teach, Mr LefkOwitz
was determined to produce a superror eourse.

During the first part of the course, he CjarefUlly
explainedio= the students the function 64_,each
machine and what they would need to know about
each. Then, he cremOnstratecf its use to the stu-
dents. Next, he provided therii with information
sheets and operation she ts hethad prepared for
each machirm and with plementary resource
materials, bbth printeda audiovisual

E !student then got a chance to operate to
mac nder his-Ilsupervision while the others
observed,.purtued the information in the resource
materials, or acticed further on a machine previ-
ously covere inally, as a studentshowed readi-
ness, Mr. Lef 'tz would give film or hpr an as-
signment sh requiring the operatic§ of tire
machine. Eve hingnvent beautifully .

a

During the seClnd part of the course, Mr. Let-
kali* wanted each student to put some of these
skills together by planning and completing a total
job on his/her own. Since these jobs would proba-
bly vary greatly, he decided not to provide therh
with a planning sheet which might, he thought,
limit their creativity.

He explained to the class that they were to select
a job typical of one they might later perform when
employed. This fob was to involve several opera-
tions and, preferably, the use of a number of
machines. He described to them some of pie jobs
he had completed both in school and on the job'
He told them they were to work independently for
three, days in order to come up with detailed plans
and specifications concerning the job they
selected

Forte next three days, the students quietly and
diligerrly sat at their desks, obviously busily at

`work. Mr Lefkowitz also sat at his desk, preparing
a checklist for evaluating the plans once they were
completed. At the end of the three days, he ex-.
planned how the plans would be evaluated and
read to them the items on the checklist. Then, he
asked them to turn in their plans before leaving the
class

Mr Lefkowitz was astonished and dismayed as
he reviewed the plans to discover that all had not
gone as planned Four of the plans were nearly
blank pieces of paper, two students had turned in
no plans at all, Thres students had, in fact, turned
in medel plans, but two others had turned in de- 0
tailed plans fat "jobs" that weren't jobs at all The
rest of the plans varied, but most were sadly in-
complete. IQ Lefkowitz had to conclude that
these studenlg were just not ready to do anything
en.their own and quite possibly might never pro-
gress beyond bare entry-level skills on the job
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Compare your completed written critique of the Case Study with the Model
Critique given below. Your response need not exactly duplicate the model,
response; however, you should have, covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUE

The best laid plans of mice and Mr. Lefkowitz oft
go astray. Mr. Lefkowitz certainty was off to an
excellent start in the first part of the course. He
took one machine at a time, explained it, demon-
strated its'use, allowed practice, and required skill
to be demonstrated according to an assignment
sheet.

. Using a multitude of resources and instruction
sheets, lie individualized instruction and created a
smoothly running laboratory situation In addition,
these activities should have prepared them to
,begin to develop their own work plans. Since ev-
e iyitling went beautifully, Mr. Lefkbwitz was jus-
tif in assuming they were ready to do so

The failure of the majority of the students to
-produce acceptable work plans was caused by a
number of weaknesses in Mr Lefkowitz's plans for
the second part of the course. First, he moved too
quickly from simple operations directed entirely by
the teacher to overall work plans developed on a
completely independent basis.

He should have started by giving them teacher-
prepared work plans. Then, he might have asked
them to develop work plans cooperatively with
him. Finally, he could have had them develop in-
dependent plans. This sequence would have pre-
pared students better for the task he was requiring
of thorn.

Secondly, he should have at some time provided
them with a structured planning sheet Such a
sheet lets students, know what items their plans
should cover and helps the student-who is new to
planning get starteq. At the poihtat which students
were ready to plan independently, they could de-
velop a planning format of their own Using the
model as a basis.

The checklist could have also been used to pro-
/ vide Structure. Preparing such a checklist for
evaluating the plans was an excellent idea (al-
though it ihould not have been developed during
class time): Had it been developed in advance,
copies could have been provided to students to
guide them in their planning.

ProTiiisig students with verbal examples of jobs
from his own experience might have been a good
idea if those jobs represented jobs currently re-
quired in the real world of work. However, other
examples should have been provided also. He
should have had visual displays showing com-
pleted plans and completed jobs that students
could have examined.

Furthermore, although he used resources well
in the first,part of the course, he dropped their use
completely during the second part. He could have
provided students with a v,ariety of resources
which could have helped them in selecting an ap-
propriate job, determining the operations in-
volved, and developing adequate plans. Informa-
tion sheets explaining how to develop work plans
could have also been prepared and distributed. If
necessary, drawing tools find other materials
needed fordeveloping the plans should have been
made available

Rather than reguinng a totally individualized ef-
fort, Mr. Lefkowifz could have provided some time
for group discussion, brainstorming, or interac-
tion between small gimps of students.' These ac-
tivities could have eliminated problems, increased
progress, and promoted creativity:

He should not have been caught unawares
with inadequate plans when the assignment
was handed in. During the planning stages, he
should have been away from his desk, circulating
amongst the students and monitoring their pro-
gress. Even with "independent" planning, the
teacher should be assisting the student who is
stuck, catching problems before they multiply,
and giving verbal pats on the back to Students
who are prOgressing well

In the case of Mr. Lefkowitz's class, more than
that was needed. They were new to the task of
developing work plans. Therefore, he should have
helped them to select an appropriate job and to.
select the necessary materials and equipment It is
not surprising that some students selected inap-
propriate jobs. Based on the direction they had
received, sorhe students probably also selected

40
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material and 'equipment which would cost so'
-/ Much that they would be unable to actually com-

plete the job.

The fact that the completed plans varied so
much in quality indicates that there are vast indi-
vidual differences in the abilities of the students in
Mr. Lefkowitz's class. He Mould have been aware
of these differences and planned and acted ac-
cOrdingly. During the planning period, the stu-
dents who were progressing efficiently should
have been allowed more independence. The stu-
dents encountering difficulties should have been

given the direction and guidance they required
either on an individual or small-group basis.

Finally, Mr. Lefkowitz did not have to arrive at his
final conclusion. True, some students. were not
ready for the task, but that did Dot mean they
would never be ready. It shdlrld have been his job
to measure the readiness of each individual stu-
dent and to provide the direction each needed to
reach readiness. It is to be hoped that he will dis-
cover his error and allow students to revise their
plans, this time with needed assistance from their
instructor

/

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed critique should have covered the same major points as the
model response. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points you made,

review the material in the information sheet, Directing Students in Developir4g Work Plans, pp. 40-42, or
check with your 'resource person if necessary

0
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1p learning. EXperience VI
//-

OVERVIEW

Given a case study of a teacher directing studentiaboratory experience,
critique the perforritance of that teacher.

,lesiYou will be reading the Case Study, p. 48, and writing a critique of the
performance-of the teacher described. i

ti

You will be evaluating your competency in critiquing the teacher's perfor-
mance in directing student Itiboratory experience by comparlhg your
completed critique with the Model Critique, p. 49.

-7)

You may wish to visit a laboratory session in an actual school vocational
program to observe a teacher directing student laboratory experience.

46'
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Activity
The following Case Study describes one vocational teacher's hectic morn-
ing in the laboratory. Based on your reading and knowledge of how to
-atrect student laboratory experience, crttique In writing the way in which
Mr. Clutch planned and prepared for his laboratory session. What prob-
lems will probably arise during the laboratory period? How could these
problems be avoided? Be sure to also note any strengths to his prepara-
tion. 1-

!

'CASE STUDY: THE CASE OF THE SLIPPING CLUTCH
Mr. Clutch, in his first year as auto mechanics

teacher at Edsel High School, needed to find his
colleague, Mr. Eveready, in a hurry. Mr. Clutch's
classwas going to begin their praclice work today
on relining brakes, and Mr. Clutch wanted to bor-
row the job sheets and operation sheet that Mr.
Eveready had brought along with him from his
former job in the industryjust what he needed to
introduce his beginning students to the real world

1-k; hoped Mr. Eveready would have enough
copies to go aroundhe wanted to be sure that
each of his 20 students had the same instruction
sheets. Otherwise, he might not be able to give the
plass the written tett at the end-of the period.

While the students were taking the test, he in-
tended to walk around the laboratory and check to
see who had-finis-IV the job on time and who
fidn't Those sheets Would also give him free time
during the period so he could tatk to Joe Headers,
the student who was preparing to give the class a
demonstration on replacing disc brake pads.

He hoped the students didn't have too many
questions before they started their work. The lec-
ture and-demonstration_he'd given during the last
class pen had certainTY-Ifeen thorough, and it
seemed to have gone over pretty well. But, if he

saw that too many students were uncertain about
what to do; he just might have to postpone the
practice work and give the lecture all over again.

It was too bad that a few students who,were
unable to catch on to the simplest ope rations were
constantly holding up the whole class! Some of his
students were so quick they almost didn't need
him at all, but those others . . they coyldn't seem
to organize themselves or plan their_Work without
somebody telling them what to do every minute.

Well, those job sheets of Mr. Eveready's might do'
the trick. Besides, after his lecture, he had given

-the class a reading assignment from the textbook
on brake assembly, so maybe a few of them had
read it .. but,he doubted it.

Fortunatekr he'd gotten all the work stations set
up this morning, and the laboratory really looked
shipshape As usual, though, there weren't
enough equipment and tools to -go around. He
thought he'd try dividing' the class into small
groups with a bright kid in each group to help the
others along. That one student would probably do
all the work, though, while the others just sat,
around and watched. How he was going to make
sure that everybodygot done on time was beyond
him; but what else could he do?



Compare your completed written critique of the CasaStudy with the Model
Critique given below Although there is no one right answer (some people
may see more-problems arising than others; some might feel the need for
more information about the students or the laboratory situation before
they could evaluate some of Mr Clutch's actions), you shiuld have covered
the same major points

MODEL CRITIQUE
Asking beginning students to use job sheets

originally made for industrial purposes is probably
a mistake Many of Mr Clutch's students will no
doubt have difficulty understanding the job and
will require more explicit directions than ere
needed by experienced workers Mr Clutch
should have prepared job sheets especially geared
to the needs and abilities of his students

Students who have difficulty in organizing
themselves and planning their work need guid-
ance in how to attack a job and how to proceed
with the work Instead of just complaining about
them, Mr Clutch should help them think through
the job, and gradually give them more responsibil-
ity to plan their work

In any case, the difficulties of a few students
should not stop the progress of the whole class As
it is, Mr Clutch's laboratory period may be disor-
ganized and chaotic

A read4ng assignment before doing the labora-
tory work should indeed help the class by (1) re-
minding them of the points covered in the demon-
stration they saw, and (2) filling in the things they
may have missed However, Mr Clutch should
allow class time to check on the students reading,
discuss the information, and question them about
their understanding of the material

It is most unwise to give the same lecture over
Again, even if some students failed to learn com-
pletely the first time Students who did learn dur-
ing the first lecture will 4 bored and resentful,
students who didn't iearnlwill probably be little
better off the second time

Mr, Clutch could well use different strategies
with the slower learnersperhaps taking them
aside as a small group and using another ap-
proach to the lesson, providing them with addi-
tional operation sheets, or givrg them careful in-

dividual attention as they start practice work

If Mr Clutch works with one student during the
laboratory period, he must also keep up with what
is going on with the rest of the class Mr Clutch will
fiave to disengage himself from his talk with Joe in
order to circulate around the work stations, look
over each student's work, ask questions, and give
a Ca of assistance where it is needed If he ignores
the class, motivation, interest, and discipline will
011 probably drop dramatically

Organizing the students into work groups will
indeed help get maxirrium use out of the available
tools and equipment If done intelligently, it will
encourage students to help each other Mr Clutch
will still have to check the work of individual stu-
dents and evaluate each student's performance on

NthIS job The work may proceed in group form but
Mr Clutch will have to see that individual learning
takes place as well

Having all students begin a job together and all
complete it at the same time might be very conve-
nient for the teacher, but it just doesn't work out
that way, nor is It necessary ttfat it should Mr
Clutch can take up the slack smoothly by prepar-
ing additional work for the fast students, giving the
unit test to small groups as they are ready for it, or
having early finishers go on to some new activity If
Mr. Clutch used a progress chart, both he and his
students could see which skills they had de-
veloped and which needed more work and prac-
tice

Unless he changes his plans, it looks as though
Mr Clutch is in fo! a rough day in the auto
mechanics laboratory Because he has not done
well in planning the period with his students:
needs in mind, he will be under constant pressure,
and at the end of the day there willbe-one worn-out
Clutch

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed Critique should have covered the same major points as the
Model Critique If you missed some points or have questions about any add4tonal points you made,
review the readings in the previous learning experiences, pp 6-11, 18-20, 26-2 , 34-36, and 40-42, or
check with your resource person if necessary
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I,111.6
Optional
Activity

INN.
).

To become further acquainted with the responsibilities of vocational
teachers in directing student laboratory experience, you may wish to
arrange through your resource person to visit a labofatory session in an
ongoing vocational program. Select a program in your own occupational
area if possible. Make arrangements with the school and the teacher ahead.
of your visit. Observe both the teacher's activities and the students' re-
sponses. React to your observations on the basis of what you have learned
about the teacher's role in preparing for and managing effective laboratory
experiences. You may wish to discuss the results of your observation with
your resource person

%
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Learning Experience VII
FINAL EXPERIENCE

In an actual school situation,* direct studentlaboratory experience.

As you plan your lessons, decide wh- en student laboratory experience
could be used effectively to aid in meeting the lesson objectives. Based on
that decision, direct student laboratory experience. This will include

selecting, modifying, or developing a lesson plan which includes
laboratory experience
preparing students adequately for the laboratoryexperience
securing the necessary equipment, supplies, and materials'
preparing the laboratory facility
preparing any instruction sheets needed to guide students through
the laboratory experience
guiding-the student laboratory experien
evaluating the student laboratory experience

NOTE: Your resource person may wantyou to submit your written lesson
plan to him/her for evaluation before you prespnt your lessonAt may be
helpful tor your resource person to use the TPAF from Module B-4,
Develop a Lesson Plan, to guide his/her evaluation.

Arrange in advance to have your resource person observe your perform
malice in directing student laboratory experience.

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource person, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, .pp. 53-54.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assessment instrument, your
resource person will determine whether you are competent in directing
student laboratory experience.

'For a dnthon of -actual school situation, w the iruude back clilr
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Direct Student Laboratory Experience (C-7)

II
ict

Ditild ions: IndicabVhe level of the teacher's accomprilhment by placing
an )t in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE hetd-
ing. If, because of special circumstances, a perfbrmance component was
not applicable, or impossible to execute,, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

s.
4.

In directing student laboratory experience, the teacher:.
1. provided the appropriate.kiiki and amount of direction *

required by the students in his/her class k_

2. prepared the class adequately for the laboratory'experi-
ence through one or more of the following techniques:

tions, etc.) ID
a. formal instruction (e.g., illustrated talks, dernonstfa-

b. job sheets . -0 0
operation sheets ... . OECIEJO.

d. information sheets . ..... E]
e. student-made_ Work plans -r] El'
f. other resources ...... . ........ El CI
ensured that all necessary supplies, equipment, and re- at
sources were available when needed

4. provided time for discussion and encouraged questions.

1

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

4 4(

3.

5. provided for individual and small-group activities as ap- ,propriate

0 p
6. made provision for students who finished early to con-- [11 0tinue on to other tasks

.
:. )

7, circulated among the work statio ns d u ring the laboratory -

session to accomplish the following:,
, a. visiting every student El anap El

.

.-,t,. providing appropriate types and degrees of assis -' b
tance ,

c. giving reinforcement
.. 0 0 a 0 E3

d. providing feedback on performance 40 [--]
:40 54
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8. managed the laboratory situation, showing evidence of
being aware of all.the students' activities throughOut the .0 EI ri
laboratory .

4.

e q *

evaluated the studenti' performance on the basis of the °information, operation,.and/or job sheet requirements

nipreparing any Instruction (joVorniation, and opera-
tldh) sheets for student use In laboratory work, the
teacher accomp,shed the following: /

. 10. the instruckon sheets were "eloped on the basis of the
degree of experience or skill possessed by the students

41. the diret9tigns were clear, accurate, and explicit ...

12. the directions w supplemented with clear sketcheit
illustrations, or drams . ..... . .

1 a key procedural steps devolved in performing the. operation/job wive listed in the proper order

t4. the correct occupational and technical terminology was
' used . .

15. critical points in the operation/job were noted ..

16. safety precautions to be observed were indicated .

17. accepted quali* standards for the operation/fob were
specified

'18. the instruction sheet layout, drawings, and reproduction
were attractive and legible

19. the instruction sheet content was directly related to the
objectives of"thb lesson .

11 '11

=- 11] Ei-

0 LI 5,0 El

20. the instruction sheet facts and data *were current and
accurate

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items mustleceive.N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT respon
receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR responserthe teacher and resource person should mee
what additional activities the teachermeeds to com to in order to reach competenc
area(s).

I

a 6,I

C 10

. any item
to determine

Weak
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

9
Organization
Each module is designed to help You, gain competency
in a particular skill area considered importantto teachk
ins) success:A module is made up of a series of learnint
experiences, some prOviding background information,
UNTO providing practice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions. Completing these expen-.
ences should enable you lo achieve the Winkle' objec-
pie in the final learning experience. The final experience
in each module always requires you to demvstrata the
skill in an actual school situatibn_when you al% an intern,
a student teacher, or In inservice teacher.

ProOedures
'Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teachereducation program,,You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess. Similarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already have the Skill
heeded to co to it Therefore, before taking any
module,.you s carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Object ed on p 4, (3) the Ovefviews pre-
ceding'..each le g experience, and (4) the Final x-
perienci After comparing yokr preseiweeds and corn-
peteOcies with the informatiti you tilTe read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions

that you do not have the competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent in one or more of the en-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience. anchthus can omit that (those) learning
experience(s) .0°
that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test out"
that the module is inapprofriate to your needs at
this time

When yalti are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access tom actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangerfients with your resource person If
you do not complete the final experience successfully,
meet with your resource person and arrange ()) to re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities
suggested by your resource person before attempting to
repeat the final experience
Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences precaling the final experience
Ahy time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source person may meet to select activities to help you
reach competency. This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped, (2) repeating
activities; (3) reading supplementaryosources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person; (4) designing your own learning experience, or

,(S) completing some other activity suggested by you or
ypur resource person

ti

1

Terminology
Actual School Situation ... refers to -a _situation in
which you are actually working witl, and responsible
for, secondary or postsecondary vocational students in
a mat. school. An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service tiocher wouid,6e functioning in an actual school
situation If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module up to the final learning experience. You
would then do the final learning experience later, i.e ,

when you have access to an actual school situation
Alternate Activity or Feedback refers to an item or
feedback device which may. eubstItute for required
items which,due to special circumstances, you are un -'
able.to complete
Ocotniitional Specialty 'refers to a' specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e g , the
service #rea Trade and Industrial Education includes.
occupational specialties such as automobile, me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence

, Resource Person 4,refers to the person-in charge of
your educational, r)icigrarn,, the profesIllbr, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/supervising/
classroom teacher who is guiding you 'Ilftakrng this
module
Student refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secoridary
educational institution .

Vocational Service Area refers to a major vocational
field agricultural education, pusiness and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trade and industrial edu-
cation*" 4 -

You or the Teacher refers to the person who is tak-
ing the module

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A The criterion was not met because it was not
applicab)e to the situation
None No attempt wasdrade to meet tae criterion,
although it Was relevent
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has only very limited ability to perform ft
Fair The teacher is unable to perform this skill-in an
acceptable mariner, but, has some ability to perform,jf
Good The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner
Excellent The teacher is able to perform this.skill in a
very effective manner.
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Thies of The Center's
Performance-Based .Teacher Education Modules

Category k Progreso Fleming Development, and Evora. don

A-1 Prams for a Community Survey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Su
Ai-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory-Committee
A-8 Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans
A-16 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
A-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program

Category B: histruction'al Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students 4

B-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives
B-3 Develoy a Unrt of Instruction
E14 Develop a Lesson Plan.
B-5 Select Student Instructional Materiels
B-8 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Categiry C: Instnictre Execution
ati C-1 Direct Field Tnpe

C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussiorrnd
Symposiums

0-3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group and Question Box
Techniques

C-4 oihrect Studenp in Instructing-Other Students
C-5 mploy &mutation Techniques
C-6. Guide Student Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Experience
C-8 Direct StudenlamAclitiionidt Problem-Sqtving Techniques
C-9 "E,mploy the Protect
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
Cr12 Employ Oral Questioner Techniques
C-13 Employ Reinforcement lrithruques
,C-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners
0-15 Present all Illustrated Talk
0-18 Demorialfate a Manipulative Skill
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
C-18 Individualize Instruction
C-11 Employ the Team Teaching Approach
C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information
C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-22 Present Informatioryileth Models Real ()toots and Flannel

Boards
C-23 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
C-24 Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides
C-25 Present Information with Films

'Li- 0-28 Present Information with Audio Recordings
C-27 Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials

C-28 Employ Programmed Instruction
C-29 Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

Caliper, 13: instructional Evaluation

D-1 EkablIsh Student Performance Criteria
D-42 Assess Student Performance Wnwiedge
0-3 Assess Student Performance Rftrtudes
0-4 Masse Student Performance Skills
D-5 Delirium Student Graded
0-6 Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category E: instructional Management
01 Protect Instructional Plasma. Needs

.

E-2 Manage Your Budgeting 411E Reporting Responsibltrues

E-3 for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E-4 n a Filing System x

-E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-8 Provide for the First Aid 'Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Disiipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 ' Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Clammy F: 0..1s/ice.
F-1 Gather Student Data Using Formal DataCollection SechniqUes

F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Gonferendes to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Informatiorron Educational and Career Opportunities
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employment or Further Education

CaM4gory 0: School-Community Relations
G-1 Develops School - Community Relations Plan for Your Vocational

Program
tx-2 Gres Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Prepare NewsFieieases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program
G-I3 Arrange for Television and Raab Presentations ConcerningYour

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House
*0-8. Work with Members of the Community
6-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational program

Category H: Student Vocational Organization
. H-1 Develop a Pertional Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational

Organizations -

1-1-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
I-1-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership- Roles
1-1-4 Arpst Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

&-id Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
' 1-5-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization

Guide Participiton in Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category 1 Professional Role and Development
1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 -Serve y r Teaching Profession i*
1-3 Acttle Personal Philosophy of Education Is

1-4 the School and Community
tfy-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-8 Provide Laboratory Experiences for grospktive Teachers
1-7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience

Supervise Student Teachers

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education .

J-1, Establish Guidelines for Your Cooperative Vocational Program
J-2 Manage the Attendance. Transfers, and Terminations of Co-Op

Students
J-3 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program
J-4 SecureTriuning Stations for Your Co-Op Program
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-8 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluateto-Op Students' On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Students' Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED PUIDUCATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

Materials
FIesource Person Guide to Using Performance -Based Teacher

Education Materials
Guide to the implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education

For Information regarding avallabilp and prices of these materials contact

AlkYlki
Amorlcap Ase9Clatlon for Vocational Instructional Materials

120 Engineering Center University of Georgia Athens, Georgia 30602 (404) 542-2508
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